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Now that the New Year is here, what are your resolutions for 2020? One way to set important goals for the year is to look back on what you have learned and how would like to improve.

LinkedIn looked back on 2019 to discover what people around the world learned using exclusive data based on 93 million people that LinkedIn Learning reached.

View the top three LinkedIn Learning courses for each generation and click on the titles to take the courses yourself.

Gen Z (born 1995 - 2010)

Top courses:

- Logo Design Techniques [3]
- Photoshop CC Essential Training [4]
- AutoCAD 2019 Essential Training [5]

Millennial (born 1981 - 1994)

Top courses:

- Tableau Essential Training [6]
- Advanced SQL for Data Scientists [7]
- Building a Recommendation System with Python Learning & AI [8]

Gen X (born 1965 - 1980)

Top courses:

- Strategic Thinking [9]
- Developing Your Leadership Philosophy [10]

Baby Boomers (born 1946 - 1964)

Top courses:

- Working with Difficult People [12]

To access LinkedIn Learning:

1. Log on to your campus portal (https://my.cu.edu).
2. Open the CU Resources dropdown menu.
3. Select Training.
4. Click the LinkedIn Learning tile.

You can also use this link to access LinkedIn Learning. When logging in for the first time, you will be encouraged to connect your LinkedIn account. If you choose to connect, you can access LinkedIn Learning through the icon in the top-right corner of your LinkedIn account.
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